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SRiNATHA PAMJITA - AUTHOR OF PARAHITA SAMmTA
A Lesser Known Ayurved» Scholar of Andhradesa

Subhose Varanasi* & Ala Narayana**
ABSTRACT

Srfniitha Psndite is the author of Parahita Ssmbits, a great
Ayurvedic treatise of Andhrsdcse (at present Andhra Pradesh). The name
Parahita SaIilhitii, refer to Parahita Ayurvedic physicians of Andhrsdess.
There are no other sources available, which give detailed information about
Sriniftha Psndits, except this work. The name Sriniitha was not an uncommon
name during the 141h and 151h centuries in Andhradess. The present paper
deals with the two available sources of Parahita Samhitii i.e., the manuscript
entitled "Psrsbits SaIilhita' in the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,
Madras (A part of this work i.e., SiiJiikyatantra and Salyatantra Ksnds from
"A$fiiilgakiilJl/a" of the Parahifa Samhitii (A Medical Treatise of Parahita
Family) by Srtnsth» Psndits is published by Sri Venkateswara University
Tirupati in 1972) and "Parahita Samhi/if SiidhiiralJa KiilJt;/a" by Mis. Vavilla
Ramaswamy Sastrulu & Sons, Madras. As per the first source the script of
the manuscript was the Nandiniigari, a type of script that was in common

. use' during the time of the western Cii!ukyas, the Reddi kings of Komdsvidu
and the earlier dynasties of Vijayanagar rulers. The Manuscript might have
been written originally or copied in between the fifteenth or sixteenth
century and hence Sriniitha Psndit« and the text belong to this period.

Introduction
Sriruith« Psndits is the author of Parahita Ssmhits, a great Ayurvedic treatise of

Andbrsdess (at present Andhra Pradesh) a region of Southern India. No sources are
available to give information about Srfniitha Psndits, except this work. No biographical
details are elucidated in this text available with regard to his predecessors or ancestors
and their names or achievements or the kings or rulers at whose court he flourished and
under whose patronage he lived and wrote this book. Aufrecht's in his Catalogus
Catalogorum Vol-I an Alphabetical Register of Sanskrit works and Authors coated only
one person name under Srfniitha Psndits and his work mentioned as Parahita SaIi1hitii,
which is related to Ayurvedic medicine. The name Parahita SaIi1hitiimay refer to "Parahita"
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Ayurvedic physicians of Andhrsdess. The title Pundits is attributed to a scholar in modern
days. But during the medieval days it was extensively used as a suffix to the names of the
physicians also. The name Srinfitha was common during the 14th and 15th centuries in
Andhra and appear a few more literary personalities of the same name in Telugu literary
pursuit of this period. Numerous inscriptions also appear to refer to physician having
Psndits as suffix to their names. It is a note worthy that except a very few, almost all the
physicians referred to various works have had this term added to their names. These
facts profound to imagine that the physicians of those days were known as Psndits and
some of the modern Ayurvedic Physicians added Kavirfija, Kaviratna etc., as prefix to
their names. Parahita means doing well to other. The science of medicine is considered
to be productive of prosperity of the world and promotes the welfare of the people. May
be with this view, the author named his work as Parahita SaIiJhitii.

Sriniitha PalJ!iita
The name Srinfitha Psndite is mentioned in the colophons of Parahita SaIiJhitfi at

the end of some Ksnds i.e. the SfidhfiraIJa Ksnds (the first part of the work), the SaJya
Kends of A${fiIiga Ksnd« (the second part of this work) as conclusion SJoka "Iti SIinfitha
Psnditssys krtsu Psrshitssamhitsysm", without any mention of his Gotrs or the names of
his ancestors or preceptor or his place or patron. No biographical details available except
recorded evidence of its titled as "Parahita Ssmhite", Hence, it is difficult to establish
authenticity of his identity, period and place, where the Samhita was compiled or the
persons and circumstances that prompted him to compile this work. However, it is quite
likely that he was the descendant of one of the Parahita families and belonged to an epoch
- a few generations posterior to the famous scholars and physicians mentioned in the
inscriptions up to the end of the first quarter of the 15th century. Probably the work is
complied in the later half of the 15th century or the beginning of the 16th century when the
manuscripts were written or copied in Nandinagari script, which may be based on the
experience of successive generations, ending with Srinatha Pundits.

The manuscript in the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library is in Sanskrit,
written in Nandinfigariscript, which was in vogue during the time of the Western Cilukyss,
the Reddi kings of Komdsvidu and the Raya of Vijayanagara. It has gone out of fashion
after the 16th century and therefore the manuscripts must belong to an earlier date. The
manuscript written originally in Nandinagariscript and copied later is further establishing
the fact that the treatise must have been complied during 15th or 16th century. Hence
Srinfitha Psndits might belong to15th or 16th century.
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The following four inscriptions of 14thand 15thcenturies, which mention grants
given to the families of physicians to distinguish by the honorific term of "Psrshits"
establish that there were two of these families, belonging respectively to the Atreya and
Kiisyapa Ootra. While one was the well-established native Telugu family, the other was a
Dravidian family migrated from South and learnt medicine from the natives and adopted
the title Psrshits, either as a compliment from their preceptors or to gain prestige. However,
both families claim that they were only the ancestors Psrshits-I, treated a serpent that
was suffering from a bone stuck in its throat and that the success of the treatment
resulted in this the ancestor being honoured with the name of Sarpa vysdhicikitsske. Hence
Psrshite-I was a Ssrpsvysdhicikitssks and his grandson Parahiat-II, was well versed in
all Agama and was said to have received the name "Pershitd' by practicing Ssrpscikitss.
His son Rsmansth» was an expert in treatment of diseases. Parahjta-III was son of
Rsmscsndrs and was the "PraIJiicarya" of SjIigamanayaka of Korukomds. The institution
of personal physician to the rulers was prevalent in India from times immemorial. Among
them Vj,s-aVsidy« are having prominent place as the kings were constantly in danger of
Vj,s-aprayogaand had to be protected by a competent and trusted physician, who had to
examine foods, presents, ornaments and persons etc., sent to the king.
1. Akkslsptidi grant of Saka 1290 (1368 AD.), made by SjIigamanayaka of Korukomds,

to Psrshits the III, of Atreya Gotrs, who was a Vedic scholar and physician, and is
said to have taught Ayurved« to students.

2. Ponnupalli grant of Ssks 1326 (1404 AD.) by Pedakomati Vema of Komdsvidu; to a
member of Psrebits family, namely Bhaskararya, son of Psrshits, of Kssyeps Gotrs.
He had the titles of Psnditcndrs and Bhtilok» Dhanvantari

3. The Ponnupalli grant of Ssk» 1330 (1410 AD.) by Pedakomati Vema to SjIiganarya
of Kssysp« Gotrs, son of VjIlanarya, grandson of Bhssksrsrys, and great grandson of
Periavilla Parahita. SjIiganarya was a great scholar and Ayurvedic physician, well
versed in Veda, VedaIiga, Mahabha$ya, Vsisesik« and other Dsrssns.

4. Kaluvaceruvu grant of Saka 1345 (1423.AD.) by Anitalli, wife of Aliye Virabhadra of
Rajamahendravaram. In this grant, the recipient was Parahl"ta-IV, son of Kalanatha
Bhstts. He is described as DinajanavanalJ and Ayur- Yajur- Vedsvit.

It may even possible that Srinatha Psndits himself may not have belonged to Psrsbits
family. Perhaps he may be a pupil of Psrshits physician, who might have written the
book and called it Psrsbits Sammtii to indicate that the contents of the book are intended
for the benefit of the people, through maintenance of health and cure of ill-health and to
give the treatise a prestigious antiquity.
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The title Psndits has been a subject of speculation. It is taken as synonym with the
European term 'Doctor' and many opinions that the physicians who were scholastic and
eminent were used to honour with this title in Medieval Deccan. A number of inscriptions
contain some other terms other than the term PaIJr;JJ"taas suffix to names of physicians
viz., " Vaidyendra" known as king of physicians or Asvsyurveds Vaidya, Ayurvedic expert
in the treatment of horses. The same tradition appears to have been continued in all over
India till the present day. This is reminiscent of the title of Kaviriija, adopted for centuries
by native Ayurvedic Physicians of Eastern India.

The author seems to have been followed the earlier SaIi1hitii and some other works
of Southern India earlier to him. Some verses from the works of SusrutasaIi1hitii,
Astsngsssngrehs, ASfiingahrdaya, Rasaratnasamuccaya, VaidyacintiimaIJi and Bassvsrtfiysm
are also seems to be used in his work. It can be established that the author may be
belongs to Andhra region on basis of three facts i.e., 1.The usage of Telugu words such
as Sissmu, Niigali etc., 2. The prescription of Curukulu (Agnikarma) was more prevalent
in this region for some particular diseases. 3. The consultation of Vsidyscintsmsai and
Basavariijiyam by the author. The influence of Bsssvsrsfiyem and Vaidyscintsmsni on the
present work proves the fact that it was written after the above two works. These two
works are believed to have been written in fourteenth and fifteenth centuries respectively.
Hence we can surmise that Parahita Samhita and its author Srinatha Psndits belonged to
sixteenth century.
Psrshits Samhi/a (Medical Manuscript)

This Manuscript in Sanskrit, was first found in the Rev., William Taylor's work
'A Catalogue Raisonniee of Oriental Manuscripts Vol.-I' in the Library of the former
College Fort Saint George, Madras 1854, which also appear in the revised 'Catalogue of
Oriental Manuscripts' in the Library of the Board of the Examiners, compiled by
Condaswamy Iyer, Madras, 1861. In the Theodor Aufrecht's 'Catalogus Catalogorum
An Alphabetical Register of Sanskrit works and Authors part II (1891-1903)' this work
appears as "Parahita Ssmhits - Medicine" by Sriniitha Psndits. The present article is based
on the manuscript listed in the catalogue 'A Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit
Manuscripts' (Medicine Ms. No. 13346), pp 8990-92 in Government Oriental Manuscripts
Library, Madras", Vol-XXIII compiled by Prof. S. Kuppuswami Sastri and published by
Government of Madras in 1918.

The manuscript in the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library is in Sanskrit,
written in Nandilliigari script. The manuscript seems to be imperfect and incomplete.
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The entire first section is missing except the last page. In other sections, there are many
lacunae where either the leaves or lines or words, appear to have been damaged due to
age old and insects. However, it contains complete eight Adhiksrs of AHaflgakancja,
except the first Adhiksrs. The Adhiksrs are named as

1. The name of this Adbiksrs (might be Kayacikitsa) is missing.
2. Ksumsretsntrsm. 3. Bhiitevidyedhikiir».
4. Dehscikitssdhiksre. 5. Salyadhikara.
6. Sarvasalyadhlkara. 7. Rasayanadhikara. 8. VajikaraJ;adhlkara.

On the basis of the traditional division of Ayurvedic medicine it might be Kayaclkitsa,
the title of this Adhiksrs is missing and also on the basis of its last page which dealt with
the effect caused by sleeplessness and regimen to be followed to secure sound sleep.
The entire manuscript in the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library covers only one
aspect i.e., the curative medicine, A$,tailgaka(1cjadealing with eight divisions of treatment.
But it appears to be some discrepancy, in the serial numbering and naming of the 8
sections or Adhiksrs. However, the Sanskrit manuscript is deciphered and translated into
Telugu script by a competent scholar, Sri Gannavarapu Subbramayya, Editor of the
literary monthly 'Bharatl (Madras).

The author of the manuscript followed Csrsks and Vagbha,ta in arrangement of
text and according to Ayurvedic tradition. The first section Prstbsmsdtuksr« probably
deals with Kayacikitsa or internal medicine. The second section" Ksumsretentreai' deals
with the medical care of children (Pediatrics). There is no colophon at end of this section.
The third section deals with "Bhiitevidys" or diseases caused by demons or spirits (diseases
of mind). The fourth section" SaJakyacikitsa' deals the treatment of the diseases of supra
clavicular part of the Body. The fifth section "Ssrvssslyscikitss" deals with general
treatment, external surgical conditions of the body other than the head and neck. At the
end of this section there is a complete colophon, giving name of the author and the title
of the book. The sixth section Vi$aClkitsa deals with treatment of poisons. The seventh
section Rsssysnstsntrsm, explains about strengthening of the body and prolongation of
life. The Eight section Vajikara(1ais about promoting sexual vigor). In the text, at certain
place some verses modeled on passages from older treatises like those of Susrutsssmhits,
A$tailgasailgraha, A$,tailgahrdaya and Rasaratnasamuccaya while some of the contents or
verses seem to be incorporated or quoted in later manuals of medicine of the Andhra
region, viz., Vsidyecintsmsni and Bassvsrsftysm with some minor changes.
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In 1952, Mzs, Vavilla Ramaswamy Sastrulu & Sons, Madras, published Parahita
SaIhhita SadharaIJa KaIJ¢a along with Telugu meaning & explanation by N. Viswanatha
Shastri. It contains five Adhikiirs consisting about 1919 Slok». Each S16ka dealt with
meaning in Telugu and a paraphrase along with explanations.
The contents of Mis. Vavilla Ramaswamy Sastrulu & Sons, Madras's publication

It begins with an invocatory verse by the author offering salutation to Lord Vi~IJu
in the incarnation of Hayagriva, the God, with the head of a horse. This is followed in the
next verse by a prayer to Isvsrs, addressed as ' Vaidyanatha', who is the controller of
desires and time. And the Aussdbspsti Candra (the Moon controller of herbs) the head
ornament, the Sastrs - Trisiile (the weapon), the Vahni (the fire in his third Eye), the
Salilam (water, the AkasagaIiga on his head), and the Rssa/Psrsds (mercury), which is
considered as Lord Siva's Retss (the semen) are under his control. Then the author
proclaims the purpose, and scope of his composition, which he calls "Parahita Tantra".
The treatise is a comprehensive one consisting of three branches of the science of
Medicine, namely SadharaIJa KaIJ¢a, A~raIiga KaIJ¢a, and Rasa KaIJ¢a. The work is the
essence of all the treatises, and is intended to be for the benefit of all people and therefore,
given the name "Parahita Semhits",
Details regarding the contents of five Adhikara

The total numbers of verses are about 1919. The 1'1Adhiktira contains about 107
verses and deals with the basic principles of Ayurveda mainly concerned to the Dvadasa
pad/irtha (Twelve basic subjects of Ayurveda) i.e.
1. D6~a (humours) 2. Prskrti (constitutions)
3. Vahni (fire) 4. Diisys (bodily elements)
5. Sattva (congenital state of mind) 6. Bala (strenth)
7. Vaya.(J(age) 8. Dese (region)
9. Kala (time) 10. Satmya (compatability)
11. Ahara (food) 12. Aussdhs (medicine).

2nd Adhiksrs is known Drsvysniscsys Adhiksrs and contains about 656 verses. It
deals with 14 different groups of drugs which including grains, pulses, meat, fish,
vegetables, fruits, milk, sugars, drinks, metals etc. They are:
1. Silkadhanya varga - about grains, pulses.
2. Krtsnns varga - deals about varies food preparations.
3. MaIhsa varga - described various types animal's meat and fish.
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4. Saka varga - narrated different Vegetables.
5. PhaJa varga - deals about fruits.
6. fala varga - deals about water.
7. Ksirs varga - explains about various types animal's milk.
8. Iksu varga - about Sugarcane products and honey.
9. Madya varga - about fermented drinks.
10. Mutrs varga - about different animal's urine.
11. Lohs varga - about metals.
12. Ratna varga - about gems.
13. Gsndhsked: varga - described Sulphur, other minerals, salts and alkalises.
14. Hsritskysdi varga - about herbs.

3rd Adhiksre known as Svssthsvrttsdhiktus, narrated about Health and hygiene and
proper regimen of life etc., in about 317 verses.

4th Adhiksrs is the largest one and deals with the principles treatment i.e. Examination
of patients, principles of diagnosis and treatment of diseases etc., described in about 757
verses. Hence this chapter is known to be as the Atursvrttsdhikiirs.

5th Adhiksrs is the smallest one containing only 82 verses on treatment of diseases
by acts of propitiation of deities, gifts, prayers and worship and hence named as Sarvaroga
ssmudeyeks prsysscittsdhiksr».

No authoritative information of the source of manuscript is available in the book
published by Mis Vavilla Ramaswami Sastrulu & Sons. However, in the introduction to
the editor states that, the manuscript in their possession consists of three Kend« (branches)
or three books. l.Sadhara.(la Ksnd», corresponding to Sutrssthane in Csrsksssmhits or
Astsngnssngrsh», 2.A$ranga Ksods, corresponding to the eight limbs (divisions) of medical
practice or treatment. 3.Rasa KalJda, dealing with properties and uses of mercurial and
other mineral and metallic preparations.

The Parahita SaIilhita (A Medical Treatise of Parahita Family) by Srinatha Pendits
that is published by Sri Venkateswara University Tirupati in 1972 deals with Saliikyatantra
and Salyatantra Kiind« from "A${aiJgakalJda" of the Parahita Samhita manuscript in the
Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras.
The content of Sri Venkateswara University, Tirupati's Publication:

It is in Devanagariscript and contains only fourth and fifth sections or divisions of
the A$raiJga Kiind« (8 limbs of treatment). The distinctive character of the text is that
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these two divisions have not been dealt within the parameters of Ayurvedic treatises of
the medieval period. The only existing full treatment of such subject is the ancient
Susrutsssmbits. Later compendium of Astsngnssngrsh« and A$raIigahrdaya were dealt
with many ailments, coming under SaJakya and Salya. But in medieval ages, the scholars
left out all minor surgical procedures and manual work to other castes of lower strata
and their treatises do not seem to devote any special section to these two surgical divisions.

These two sections also appear to be the special fields in which the ancestors of
this author have taken some interest and gained experience, which was recorded and
preserved. These two sections may not form complete and adequate coverage of the
subject as understood at present. The book had been composed in the 15th century and
if compared with the contents of other practical guides or surgical writings of that
period in India, these two sections deserve some recognition and study.

The chapters of SaJakyacikitsa and Sarvasalyaclkitsa contain 724 and 657 verses
respectively most of which are S16ka.

The chapter on SaJakyacikitsa contains the following sections on
1. Netrar6ga (Eye diseases) from S16ka no: 1 to 308,
2. Ksrnsrogs (diseases of Ear) from S16ka no: 309-368,
3. Nasar6ga (diseases of Nose) from S16ka no: 369-392,
4. Mukhar6ga (diseases of oral cavity i.e. lips, teeth, mouth, and throat) from S16ka no:

393-551 and
5. Sir6r6ga (diseases of cranium) from S16ka no: 552-724.
The subject matter on Ssrvesslyscikitss is subdivided into the following sections
1. Soph« (Oedema), Vra.(1a(Ulcer) and Bhagna (Fracture) from S16ka no: 1-201,
2. Bhagandara (Fistula-in-ano) from S16ka no: 202-241,
3. Granthi (Cystic Swelling) from S16ka no: 242-264,
4. Arbuda (Tumour) from S16ka no: 265-270,
5. SlJpada (Filariasis) from S16ka no: 271-285,
6. Ga.(1(lamala(Cervical Lymphadenitis) and Apecii Chronic Lymphedinopathy / Scrofula)

from S16ka no: 296-308,
7. Ksudrsroge (Minor diseases) from S16ka no: 309-515,
8. Dehedsurgsndbys (Bad body odour) and Dagdha (Burns) from S16ka no: 489-515,

and
9. Guhyar6ga (diseases of female genital tract) from S16ka no: 516-657.
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The author discusses the Nidsns (Causation), Ssmpriipti (Diagnosis), Riips (Signs
and symptoms), Cikits« (Treatment) of the above diseases and also refers to the following
kinds of materials and procedures i.e., Medicines, Lotions, Bandages, Cautery, Venesection,
Surgical Instruments, instrumentation etc.

The arrangement of the diseases in these two chapters agrees with that adopted
by Vagbha{a in several respects and many verses are taken from his works. The series
Netrs, Kerns, Nasa, Mukha and Siroroga is also found in the Uttsrssthiins of Vagbha{a's
works. The remarkable aspect of this work is that the descriptions of the following
thirteen Ssnnipst« Jvara (fevers) are discussed in the section on Siroroga (622-673).

1. Sandhika, 2. Antaka, 3. Rugdaha, 4. Cittavibhrama,
5. SitaJiga, 6. Tandrika, 7. Ksnthskubfs, 8. Ksrniks,
9. Bhegnsnetrs, 10. Rsktssthivi, 11. Prslspsks, 12. Jihvaka, and
13. Abhinysss.

The similar types of the Ssnniptits Jvara (fevers) are also mentioned in Yogsratnsksrs
(160-161) in the same order; they are borrowed from some other treatise. The verses on
the treatment of these fevers (637-673) also found in the Bhsvsprsktis« (Cikitsa 1. 641-
694) and Yogsrstneksr« (184-190).

The order in which the diseases are described in the SarvasaJyacikjtsa chapter
partially agrees with that of Vagbha{a, viz., from VraIJa up to the Ksudrsrogs. Parahita
Sarhhita (515) mentions fifty Ksudrsrogs while ViIgbha{a's mention only thirty-six in his
works (A.H.U. 31.33; A.S.v. 36.31). The appearance of more diseases is due to inclusion
of SItapitta (326; 413-423) Amlapitta (327-328; 424-445), Masilrika and SpM{a (329-
344; 446-488), Sneyupravrddhsmsys (345), Dehadaurgandhya (a bad body odour), and
Dagdha (burns) (489-515). The presence of the more diseases in Parahita SaIilhita may
be also due to the fact that the works of Msdhsvsnidsna and Vrnds's; Siddhayoga or later
period has influenced on it. The Guhyaroga (the disorders of the male and female sexual
organs), which are about forty (657), comprise in the same way as that of Vagbha{a's
work. The various types of diseases were indicated on several instances usually also
agree with that of Vagbha{a.

A part from the peculiarities already referred to, some more features are worth
mention. The treatment of GaJagaIJc/aand GaIJc/ama/;Iis dealt twice in the S;I]akya chapter
(514-520) and as well as in SaJya (286-308). The SaJya chapter, which deals with the
Ksudrsroge also deals with Harltakland its seven varieties, Amslski, Vibhltaka and Tripbsls
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(390-412). At the end of some sections some verses also appear on Ksrmsvipsks (Sa/ya
199 and 238-241). But this is not a conspicuous element of the Parahita SaIilhitii, while
on the other hand the religious therapy plays a prominent role in disease management
(Siiliikya 304-308,391-392, 547-550, 716-724, Sa/ya 199-201, 238-241, 469-470, 657).

The Madras MS of the Parahita SaIilhitii is written in Nandiniigari that was in
common use during the reigns of the western Cii!ukyas, the Reddi kings of Komdsvidu
and the earlier dynasties of Vijayanagar rulers. However, it went out of fashion after the
sixteenth century and hence the MS might have been copied in the fifteenth or sixteenth
century and the text may belong to the fifteenth century. This conclusion is corroborated
by the absence of Phirailgar6ga from the Parahita SaIilhitii since this disease described
first time in Bbsvspraksss, which dates sixteenth century.

The two publications "Pershits SaIhhitii SiidhiiralJa KiilJ(ia" of Mis. Vavilla
Ramaswamy Sastrulu & Sons, Madras and" Parahita Ssmhits (A Medical Treatise of
Parahita Family) Sii/iikyatantra and Sa/yatantra from A$!iiilgakiilJ(i;i' of Sri Venkateswara
University, Tirupati are from two different sources. The state of A$!iiilgakiilJ(ia, RasakiilJ(ia
in spite of their mention and found in the book published by Mis. Vavilla's and the
remaining sections in the book published by Sri Venkateswara University Tirupati's
publication are not known. However, it can be established that Sriniitha Psndits was a
great scholar. Devoting of a separate section for Ressssstre in his works shows the
importance of Rasacikitsii in his period and his authenticity on the subject.

1 Meulenbeld, GJ.
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